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Abstract: The domain of computer science and engineering has known many important mutations
from ordinary to large scale computing since the emergence of the information and communication
technologies. Already prepared for these huge changes, the computer science industries have rapidly
reacted by manufacturing supercomputers and developing intensive computing. For instance, Google
current search engines seek hundreds of millions of web pages to respond to millions of queries daily.
Thanks to the supercomputer including Thousands of processors that treats this tremendous volume of
data. In absence of such sophisticated device, complexity theory is critically examined for this
category of applications. This talk first introduces the necessity of the scalable computing by
explaining how polynomial complexity is not sufficient enough to handle large scale problems with
ordinary machines.
In the first part of the speech, I focus on the use of scalable devices such as supercomputers, grid or
cloud computing. A detailed presentation of supercomputers technologies is provided. Examples from
industries and universities are given and discussed. On the other hand the other alternatives of extreme
hardware that are grid and cloud plate-forms are also examined and compared.
In the second part, a promising software direction to overcome the scale issue is provided. I will first
present the Bees Swarm Optimization (BSO) meta-heuristic I published with my research group in
2005 and its applications to academic problems such as satisfiability, to an industrial real world
application such as the frequency assignment problem and to web context such as information
retrieval. For the latter, classical information retrieval will be reviewed then new algorithms with
parallel versions based on BSO are suggested. The challenge of coping with complexity of large scale
information retrieval is discussed. Several directions proposed in the recent literature to tackle this
issue such as personalizing information retrieval, document clustering and knowledge based
information retrieval are pointed out. A novel practical system based on hybrid BSO and clustering is
presented through its design and implementation with speedup results.
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